Vijilan to Showcase ThreatRespond + Aurora at Accelerate19
Vijilan will demonstrate the benefits of their cybersecurity products at Accelerate19.
Fort Lauderdale, FL (prHWY.com) April 1, 2019 - Vijilan, a Fortinet partner, announced today that it will attend
Accelerate 19, Fortinet's annual global partner and user conference, to highlight their partnership with Fortinet's
industry-leading product FortiSIEM. Vijilan's flagship product 'ThreatRespond' provides customers with
FortiSIEM integration and user onboarding, 24/7 security monitoring, smart ticketing, and event response.
ThreatRespond has two key components that create value for FortiSIEM users; first their personnel component
with an entirely US-based expertly staffed Security Operations Center (SOC). Secondly, their cloud-based
software Aurora adds smart ticketing, reporting, and analytics to FortiSIEM to support the Vijilan SOC.
ThreatRespond is available to end customers exclusively through their channel partner MSP's, where Vijilan
collaborates with them to serve their clients without ever competing. For organizations that already have a SOC
and desire all the software benefits of Vijilan, Aurora is available as a standalone cloud-based SaaS.
"We are living in a world where digital information is being generated at an immense volume. The mastery of
collecting and analyzing the scale of streams of data which is coming from so many different data points at great
speed is a science. Combining this information with the information most organizations don't know they have, and
alerting them on misuse is an art. Fortinet has some of the greatest products in the market today and has enabled
us to overcome some of the ever-evolving challenges. In partnership with Fortinet, Vijilan is going to protect the
world against cyber threats through continuous monitoring of anything and everything that is connected to the
digital world," said Kevin Nejad, CEO Vijilan.
Vijilan would like to demonstrate the benefits of their products for all customers at Accelerate19. Showcasing
how they help their channel MSP/VAR/Integrator partners better serve their customers, and also the direct threat
monitoring and resolution benefits for organizations and business owners.
Key Vijilan-Fortinet Partner Benefits:
Turn Key Solutions: Streamlined FortiSIEM purchasing and integration with Vijilan ThreatRespond + Aurora in
as quick as one hour.
* Around the Clock: 24/7 live monitoring and event response from 100% US-based SOC.
* Smart Tickets: Event ticket bracketing and integration with most PSA/CRM/RMM tools.
* The Missing Piece: Security is more than software and tools. Vijilan's always available expert staff are the last
piece in the puzzle for total security.
Accelerate 19 is taking place April 8-11, 2019 at the Disney World Swan & Dolphin Resort in Orlando, FL.
Fortinet's conference is expected to bring together more than 3,000 customers and partners to learn from and
collaborate with many of the industry's top leaders and technical experts. Through timely keynote sessions,
hands-on labs, and breakout sessions, attendees will discover innovative ways to improve their overall security
posture.
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Those who wish to visit Vijilan at Accelerate19 can find them at booth 39.
About Vijilan
With their unique approach of working exclusively through channel MSPs, Vijilan can provide world-class
security monitoring, smart ticketing, and reporting services built on FortiSIEM that surpasses expectations at the
best possible price point. To learn more please visit Vijilan.com.
###

Web Site: http://vijilan.com
Contact Information:
Kevin Nejad
CEO, Vijilan Security
954-334-9988
info@vijilan.com
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